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Abstract 
The K-star tokamak in Deajon, Korea will be equipped with a MSE diagnostic system to measure the 
direction of the confining magnetic field. This research aims on the optical filters that will be used for 
adequate measurements. For this purpose different tuneable filter designs were studied. A simulation 
code was written to determine filtershapes under different conditions of incident light. The properties 
of a narrow pass band optical filter were investigated in an optical experiment.  The found filtershapes 
were compared to the results of the simulation and the simulation had to be adjusted to match the lab 
results. Filter shapes produced by the filter simulation were used in an MSE simulation to assess the 
performance of the filters. In conclusion we found that the 4 Ångström 2 cavity thinfilm as suggested 
for K-STAR, can be tuned over a wide wavelength range by tilting them while maintaining good 
performance of the MSE measurements. 
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1. Introduction 

1.1 Fusion energy 
The production of useable power through a user-friendly power source dates back for ages. Since the 
industrial revolution in the eighteenth century people more and more needed a reliable power 
source which was able to produce power on demand of the users. Although modern power plants 
are able to produce all the power needed in the world they are overshadowed by drawbacks. These 
drawbacks vary from economical inefficiency and waste product health related issues to ecological 
objections. In order to overcome these drawbacks physicists and engineers from around the world 
try to harness the energy released by a nuclear fusion reaction by building a fusion reactor.  

The nuclear fusion reactor does not yet exist in a power producing manner. The controlled nuclear 
fusion process that produces more energy than is put into it is one that gives us many technological 
and scientific challenges. I order to let small nuclei fuse into larger nuclei and thereby release energy 
the coulomb repulsion between the positively charged nuclei has to be overcome. This can be done 
by giving the nuclei sufficient thermal energy this is in the order of 15KeV (150M℃). This means the 
plasma needs to be thermally isolated from its surroundings; this is called a confinement. Expected is 
that the tokamak design for a fusion based generator is the most promising. A tokamak uses 
magnetic fields to confine the plasma. The tokamak principle is shown in figure 1.1. A plasma is 
confined by a helical magneticfield which is the result of electric currents running in several coils 
placed outside the plasma and the plasma current itself. 

 

Figuur 1.1 The tokamak design: A Toroidal and poloidal magnetic field are combined to confine the plasma current. 

The helical magnetic field is is described by a pitch angle of the field lines. This angle determines the 
amount of poloidal turns of the fieldline in one toroidal turn. This ratio is called the q-value and is 
calculated by equation 1.1.  

 𝒒 =
𝒓 ∙ 𝑩𝒕

𝑹 ∙ 𝑩𝒑
 (1.1)  

If the q-value is a ratio between two small natural numbers the plasma can become sensitive to small 
distortions and become instable. This makes it interesting to measure the direction of the magnetic 
field inside the plasma.  
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1.2 Motional Stark effect diagnostics 
To determine the magnetic field (B) in a plasma it is not possible to stick a magnetic probe in it and 
measure it directly. The probe would evaporate and would interfere with the properties of the 
plasma itself. Since it is vital that we know all the quantities in equation 1.1 throughout the plasma 
the motional Stark effect (MSE) is used to measure the magnetic field. Typically a tokamak is 
equipped with diagnostics systems in order to provide q profiles of the plasma. In the MSE 
experiment a spectrum of light emitted by a beam of injected neutral particles is measured. In order 
to extract the most valuable information from this spectrum a part of the spectrum needs to be 
filtered out with the use of an optical filter. 

1.3 MSE on K-STAR 
K-STAR is the name of a tokamak in Daejon, South-Korea; the name is short for Korea 
Superconducting tokamak for Advanced Research. This tokamak will soon be equipped with a MSE 
diagnostics system. The setup will filter out a specific part of the spectrum of the beam emission. The 
focus of this report is on the optical filters used for this purpose, in particular the wavelength tuning 
of the filter. In order to investigate the expected filter performance a K-STAR simulation code has 
been developed by M. de Bock. This simulation calculates the results of a MSE experiment and allows 
different filtershapes as an input for the simulation. 

1.4 Research questions 
The research questions can be formulated as: 

1. What types of filters are there available for tuning and how do they compare? 

The interference filter proved to be the best option; this gave rise to the following questions: 

2. What are the filter properties of a tuneable interference filter? Obtain both theoretical and 
experimental results and compare them. 

3. How will tuning of the interference filter affect the MSE measurement? 

1.5 Research method 
This research will split up into different sections. The choice for a suitable filter that will be 
investigated in more depth will be based on a theoretical investigation. This will provide the 
information to write a simulation code for filter bandshapes under different conditions. These 
bandshapes will be compared to measured bandshapes found in an optical experiment. These shapes 
in turn will be used as input for the MSE simulation code in order to check whether these filters can 
produce adequate results.  

1.5 Report outline 
This report starts with relevant MSE theory in chapter 2. The theoretical research in order to choose 
a suitable filter will be discussed in chapter 3. Followed by the filter shapes found by a simulation and 
in an experiment in chapter 4. The 5th chapter will focus on the MSE-simulation results and marks 
the end of my research. The conclusions of my internship research will be discussed in chapter 6.  
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2. Theory 

2.1 Motional stark effect 
Figure 2.1 presents the main concept of the Motional Stark effect measurement. A beam of neutral 
deuterium particles are injected in the tokamak plasma by a NBI (neutral beam injection) system. The 
particles velocity with respect to the magnetic field in the plasma give rise to the Motional Stark 
effect: The particles experience an electric field 𝑬 as they travel through the magnetic field 𝑩 with 
velocity 𝒗 according to eq. 2.1 

 𝑬 = 𝒗 × 𝑩 (2.1)  
This causes the energy levels to split up (stark splitting) as shown in figure 2.2. The splitting results in 
multiple emitted lines visualized in figure 2.3. The emitted lines have a distinct polarization; The 𝜋-
lines are polarized parallel to the electric field as oppose to the 𝜎-lines that have a perpendicular 
polarization with respect to the electric field. If a single 𝜋  𝑜𝑟 𝜎 line is filtered out the polarisation can 
be measured and this links to the direction of the electric as mentioned earlier. Because the beam 
velocity v is known, the polarization angle γ gives information about the direction of the magnetic 
field according to eq. 2.2 [7] 

 
tan(γ) =

𝐴0𝐵𝑧 + 𝐴1𝐵𝑟 + 𝐴2𝐵𝜙
𝐴3𝐵𝑧 + 𝐴4𝐵𝑟 + 𝐴5𝐵𝜙

 
(2.2)  

Where the A’s are constants depending on geometry and the B’s are the magnetic field components 
to their respective cylindrical coordinate. 

 

Figure 2. 1 schematic overview of the MSE experiment. [5] 
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Figure 2.2 Energy levels of a deuterium atom as function   Figure 2.3:  pi and sigma lines  
of an applied electric field 
 

2.2 Filtering the spectrum 
Figure 2.3 shows six visible spectrum lines that can be expected in a MSE experiment, however 
several effects cause the well localized lines to widen. The most important factors for this widening 
are: 

-The finite collection volume over the Neutral beam. 
-The finite collection solid angle. 
-The neutral beam velocity distribution. 
These effects give rise to an MSE spectrum as shown in figure 2.4. This is a spectrum calculated by 
the K-STAR MSE simulation. In this figure several performance quantities are given: 

Top: The intensity as a function of the wavelength 

Middle: The polarisation angle as a function of the wavelength 

Bottom: The polarisation fraction as signal to noise ratio (S/N) as a function of the wavelength.  
The signal to noise ratio is proportional to the polarization fraction and the square root of the 
intensity, because the useful signal is just the polarised fraction of the intensity were as the shot 
noise is determined by the square root of the total intensity.  

 To make the polarization measurement one wavelength must be chosen.  

A wisely chosen measured wavelength depends upon two main factors. 

-A high signal to noise ratio (High intensity and polarisation fraction)  
- A polarisation angle that is the closest to the predicted 1D model. Thus that the effects 
given above have the least influence. This is called a minimal residual angle. 
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Figure 2.4: From up to down, the sigma and pi intensity, the signal to noise ratio and the polarization angle of the 
wavelength including a graphical representation of the residual angle and the derivative from the polarization angle to 
the wavelength. 
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3. Filter design 
Since the measure of the polarisation angle depends on the chosen wavelength it should be possible 
to filter out a very narrow band from the spectrum. This can be done by a passband filter. This refers 
to the filter characteristics that only one band in the spectrum can pass the filter (Contrary to for 
instance a Low and high pass filter). The rest is absorbed or reflected. There are different types of 
passband filters. And two of them will deserve deeper discussion since they are suitable for an MSE 
experiment setup.  

3.1 General properties of passband filters 
Each type of passband filter has its own distinct properties. The most important properties are listed 
and discussed below. 

Full width at half maximum 
The full width at half maximum (FWHM) is a measure for the width of the passband. As discussed 
earlier the measured polarisation angle depends upon the chosen wavelength. If the passband of a 
filter is too wide the light passing through the filter will not only be of the chosen wavelength but will 
be contaminated with a distribution of wavelengths. This in turn leads to a spread in the measured 
polarization angle. In previous research[1] a FWHM of 4 Ångström would perform well in K-STAR.  

Wing suppression. 

The FWHM of a filter does not entirely determine the shape of the passband since it does not say 
anything about the width of the passband at other fractions of the maximum transmission. So in 
order to tackle this problem without introducing complicated math or many new ‘Full width at x% 
maximums’ where the x’s would be a number between 0 and 100 the concept of wing suppression 
will be discussed. This will only be handled qualitatively. For instance the wing suppression of 3 filter 
profiles with the same FWHM is plotted in figure 3.1 

 

Figure 3.1 Illustration of different wing suppressions.  
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The five-stage Lyot-filter has a better wing suppression than the Lorentzian filter. The core of the 
Lyot-filter can be best approximated with a Gaussian filter. A rectangular filter would have the best 
possible wing suppression. 

Maximum transmission. 

In order to describe the shape of the pass band the maximum transmission is often normalized. In an 
experimental setup a filter would not have a 100% transmission at its maximum. Since some of the 
light in the passband is absorbed or reflected an optical filter suffers from intensity losses. In an MSE 
experiment the signal to noise ratio scales with the root of the measured intensity. This means it is 
favourable to have a high as possible maximum transmission. For instance theoretically a Lyot filter 
can be constructed with a 25% maximum transmission. In comparison with a near 100% theoretical 
maximum transmission of an interference filter the signal to noise ratio would differ a factor two in 
favour of the interference filter. 

Filter tuning. 

Since the outcome of the MSE experiment is not known on forehand, the chosen wavelength can 
also only be approximated. Even during the experiment itself the chosen optimal wavelength could 
vary in time. Therefore a filter with a tuneable passband is needed. The range over which the 
passband is tuneable is an important factor. But also how the filter can be tuned and how the other 
optical characteristics may change when the position of the passband is tuned is of importance. 

Costs. [5] 

Tokamak experiments are already very costly and it is as always important to take the costs of the 
filters into account. Since the requirements of these filters are very specific the construction of these 
optical components requires specialized techniques and the usage of exotic materials. This could 
make a suitable filter unusable since the budget does not allow too expensive filters.  In the K-STAR 
MSE experiment 40 sensor modules are used. Each module has an approximated cost of 4000 USD. 
1500 USD of that 4000 is reserved for the filters. In the total costs approximation (177000 USD) the 
filters alone account for 34%. See fig 3.2 for a comparison with other costs. 

 

Figure 3.2 K-STAR MSE setup costs overview  

Sensor moduleFilters

Sensor module tunning
assembly
Sensor module Detectos

Other sensormodule
components
Analysis and control unit

power supply
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3.2 The Lyot and interference filter 
As mentioned earlier two types of filters will be further discussed; The Lyot filter and the interference 
filter. These filters would both be suitable in an MSE experiment. Therefore the basic optical 
principles and practical usage of these filters will be discussed. In the conclusion the main 
characteristics of the filters will be summarized. This will lead to a conclusion on what filter will be 
focussed on. 

3.2.1 The Lyot filter: 
The Lyot filter is an example of a tuneable narrow passband filter. Lyot filters can be made with a 
FWHM in the order of a fraction of an Ångström. First we will discuss the physical principles of this 
filter, followed by the design of this filter and the use in a MSE experiment. The Lyot filter is already 
in used for MSE experiments on the NSTX project (National spherical Torus experiment) in Princeton 
[6]. 

Workings 
 
Birefringence. 
Birefringent materials are the main optical components in the lyot filter. A uniaxial birefringent 
material is described by a fast and slow axis with respectively a lower and larger refractive index. We 
describe polarized light entering a birefringent material using the o-ray (ordinary ray) and the e-ray 
(extraordinary ray) respectively parallel and perpendicular to the fast optical axis of the material. If a 
polarized light ray enters a uniaxial birefringent material at normal incidence the o- and e-ray 
experience a different refraction index. The propagation of an incident light beam is displayed in 
figure 3.3 [4] 

 

Figure 3.3 o- and e-ray in a birefringent material. 

The e-ray travels slower in comparison with the o-ray which is aligned with the fast axis. As the light 
travels further into the material the retardance increases and the light becomes from linear to 
elliptically to circular to elliptically to linear polarized again.  
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Description: 
The difference in refraction index gives the birefringent material its special optical behaviour. We call 
the difference the birefringence:  𝑏 = 𝑛𝑒 − 𝑛𝑜 . With 𝑛𝑒and 𝑛𝑜  the refraction index of the o- and e-
ray.  If light passes a birefringent material of thickness d the difference in optical path length 
becomes: ∆𝑙 = 𝑏𝑑. To express the retardance in angular units the path length is divided by the 
wavelength and multiplied by 2 times pi. 𝑟 = 2𝜋𝑏𝑑/𝝀. 

Simple filter. 
The simplest Lyot filter is shown in figure 3.4[4]. The polarizer P is oriented at 45 degrees from the 
crystals fast axis followed by a retarder plate P followed by a polarizer in aligned with the first 
polarizer. This causes the retarded o- and e-ray to interfere with itself. Giving a minimal transmission 
if r=(2n+1) 𝜋.  

The transmission of this filter is given by: 

𝑇(𝝀) = co𝑠2 � 
𝜋𝑏𝑑
𝝀
� 

Or in the spectral domain: 

𝑇(𝑓) = co𝑠2 � 
𝜋𝑏𝑑𝑓
𝑐

� 

With a FWHM=c/𝑏𝑑. In the spectral domain (Hz) It is easy to see that FWHM value of the squared 
cosine function is also the distance between two transmission maxima. This is called the free spectral 
range.  

A transmission maximum occurs when the retardance is a natural number times 2 pi.  This means the 
o- and e-ray are a complete wavelength out of phase. Since this is the same situation as which the 
light entered the retarder there is no destructive interference when it passes through the final 
polarizer. The distance between of the frequency of two transmission maxima is:∆𝑓 = 𝑐/𝑏𝑑. Thus 
this simple Lyot filter is a pass band filter with a lot of neighbouring pass bands.     

Combination of simple filters. 

If we would construct a lyot filter similar to the previous filter but with twice the thickness d the free 
spectral range would be:∆𝑓 = 𝑐/2𝑏𝑑. This is a factor 2 smaller than previously in the spectral 
domain and accordingly a factor 2 larger in the wavelength domain. So the distance of the 
transmission maxima grows larger as a thicker birefringent material is used. But with the larger free 
spectral range the FWHM also increases.  

In order to maintain the small FWHM of the thin filter and larger distance of the pass bands of the 
thicker filter both filters can be combined into a 2 stage Lyot filter. Each neighbour maximums of the 
thin stage is filtered out since the thick stage has its zero transmission minimum at that exact 
position. In order to  isolate one band in the spectrum the distance between maxima needs to be 
large in comparison with the total spectrum. So in order to construct a better filter more stages 
needs to be added, every time the thickness of the added birefringent material need to be double 
that of the preceding stage. The transmission for 5 different lyot filters is given below. If they are 
placed in an array the filter profile becomes the product of all independent stages. 
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Figure 3.4 a five stage Lyot filter. With b = 0.0495 material. The free spectral range off  2.2nm. And the FHWM of the 
plotted peak is 0.3 Ångström. 

Tune ability  
Lyot-filters can be electronically tuned. With the implementation of variable retarders in a Lyot-filter 
can be tuned. These variable retarders can use liquid crystals as birefringent material. If a voltage is 
applied over the crystal molecules can tip over. This structural change decreases the birefringence 
causing a reduction in retardance. In figure 3.6 a typical Voltage-retardance correlation schema is 
given. Since the filter can be tuned pure electronically it is an advantage over a filter which is tuned 
by moving mechanical parts since moving parts are more likely the give errors, more maintenance 
sensitive an need more components in addition to a voltage source.   

 

Figure 3.6 electric tuning of birefringent material 

Lyot-filters can also be tuned by the piezo electric effect. By applying a voltage over a piezo electric 
birefringent material the length of the material changes. This changes the optical path and therefore 
the retardance. There is also a third option. This is thermal tuning. Since the birefringent materials 
expand as the temperature increases the retardance of the filter can be altered by regulating the 
temperature of the filter. 
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3.2.2 Interference filter 
The interference filter is another example of a passband filter. Typically they have a FWHM in the 
order of 10 Ångström. But can be made with a band width of 1 Ångström. There are several names in 
use to refer to the same filter. Other names used are Thinfilm, dichroic, etalon or Fabry-Perot filter. 
Interference refers the the basic principle on which the filter is based. Thin film refers to the thin 
materials used to obtain the wanted filter effect. Dichroism is a word that means splitting up a beam 
into two beams with different wavelengths and Charles Fabry and Alfred Pérot were the first to 
discover the use of thin film optics in their famous interferometer, and they gave it the name 
“etalon” this is French for “measuring gauge”.   

Workings 

Interference 

The interference filter is quite similar in its operations as the Fabry-Pérot interferometer. See figure 
3.7 for a schematic overview; Light enters the Fabty-Pérot cavity with partly reflective walls . Each 
transmitted wavefront has undergone an even number of reflections. A transmission maximum in 
the spectrum occurs when the difference in optical path is equivalent to an integer number times the 
wavelength. Since at this wavelength there is no phase difference it will interfere constructively 
creating the mentioned transmission maximum.  

 

Figure 3.7 overview of a Fabry-perot element 

When the difference in optical path is an integer plus half times the wavelength the wave fronts will 
interfere destructively creating a transmission minimum. Since each wave front has a decreasing 
intensity the destructive interference will not create a zero transmission percentage.  

Description of a simple filter [2]. 

As mentioned a transmission maximum will occur when the difference in optical path between two 
neighbouring wave fronts is an integral number times the wavelength. This means a distance 
between a transmission maxima from a transmission maximia at at 𝜆0   is : 

∆𝜆 ≈
𝜆02

2𝑛𝑙 cos𝜃
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This is off course also the distance between two transmission minima. Since we need single passband 
filter this is called the spectral domain of the filter; we only want a peak at the chosen wavelength. 

It is clear to see that the reflection coefficient, R of both surfaces must be high in order to let the 
intensities of the transmitted wave fronts be able to destructively interfere with each other and 
reach a low transmission minimum.  

The transmittance spectrum of an interference filter is given by: 

𝑇(𝜆) =
1

1 + 𝐹𝑠𝑖𝑛2 �2𝜋𝑛𝑙 cos𝜃
𝜆 �

  

Where F is the coefficient of finesse: 

𝐹 =
4𝑅

(1− 𝑅)2
 

The coefficient if finesse also links the FHHM with the free spectral range ∆𝜆. This quantity is known 
as the finesse 𝔉 (note: not the same as the coefficient of finesse; F): 

𝔉 =
∆𝜆

𝐹𝑊𝐻𝑀
=

𝜋

2arcsin � 1
√𝐹

�
≈
𝜋√𝐹

2
 

This approximation holds for large F values what in turn holds for a R value larger than 0.5 
(F(R=0.5)=8). A interference filter suitable for the use in an MSE experiment meets these 
requirements with ease. Note that we discussed the Finesse quantity in the discussion of the Lyot 
filter. A single stage Lyot filter has a free spectral range equivalent to the FWHM. This means 𝔉 = 1 
and the finesse was increased by adding more stages. In contrary to the interference filter: a one 
cavity filter can be built with any wanted finesse by adjusting the reflectance. Also note that in this 
description we did not include the internal loss the light. Since a maximal reflectance is preferred the 
light will be reflected many times. Each optical path section a reflection suffers from minor losses 
these will add up an cause a transmission maximum smaller than 100%.   

 

Figure 3.8 The normalized transmittance of an simple interference filter. 
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The passband shape of an interference filter with a large finesse can very accurately approximated by 
the Lorenz-filter description: 

𝑇(𝜆) =
𝐻𝑊𝐻𝑀2

(𝜆 − 𝜆𝑐𝑤𝑙)2 +𝐻𝑊𝐻𝑀2 

Where HWHM is the half width at half maximum and 𝜆𝑐𝑤𝑙  is the central wavelength of a peak.  

 Combination of simple filters 

Similar to the birefringence filter multiple simple interference filters can be added together to create 
a multi stage or  in this case a multi cavity filter. For the birefringence filter this was done to improve 
the finesse of the filter. Since this quantity can be adjusted by varying the reflective index of the 
cavity walls stacking interference filters together is done in order to adjust the shape of the pass 
band. As more identical cavities are added the filter will have a steeper band slope. The 
transmittance for an n-cavity filter will be: 

𝑇𝑛(𝜆) =
𝐻𝑊𝐻𝑀2𝑛

(𝜆 − 𝜆𝑐𝑤𝑙)2𝑛 + 𝐻𝑊𝐻𝑀2𝑛  

A comparison for a 1,2,3 and 4 cavity filter is shown in figure 3.9. For the example a cavity was 
chosen with a refraction index of 1.5, a width of 20 micrometres and a wall reflectance of 90%. This 
results in a FWHM of 0.2nm. 
 

 

Figure 3.9 Multi cavity interference filters with FWHM of 0.2nm and a central wavelength at 600nm. 

It is clear to see that the wing suppression dramatically increases when more cavities are used. Also 
the transmittance is more evenly distributed along the core. A filter with an infinite number of 
cavities would approach the rectangular filter.  
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Tune ability 

Most interference filters are intended for perpendicular incident light of a collimated beam. But can 
be made to work with a finite angle of incedence. If the filter is tilted at a certain angle θ with respect 
to the incident beam the central wavelength of the passband alters according to the following 
relation: 

𝜆𝑐𝑤𝑙 = 𝜆0�1−
𝑠𝑖𝑛2θ
𝑛∗2

 

Where 𝜆𝑐𝑤𝑙  is the central wavelength of the tilted filter. 𝜆0is the central wavelength with normal 
incident light. and 𝑛∗ is the effective refractive index of the cavity. This means the central wavelength 
can be tuned if the filter is placed on a turntable plateau. 

3.3 Conclusion 
In the next table the above discussion will be summarized and gives a comparison between the two 
filters. 

  Lyot filter Etalon filter 
Principle Birefringence Interference 
finesse Depends on nr. of stages depends on single stage properties 

Additional blocking Needed Needed 
Passband shape squared cosine/Gaussian depends on nr. of stages/n-th order Lorenzian 

FWHM less than 1 Ångström down to 1 Ångström 
Wing suppression Good Very good depends on nr of stages 

Maximum transmission 50%  over 70% 
Tuning  Electronic/Thermal mechanical 

Costs per filter(USD) 10000 1500 
 

In short the Lyot-filter can go to a lower FWHM. This gives it the edge over the Etalon filter and 
therefore it is sometimes chosen over the Etalon filter. However as will be discussed in ch.5, a 
smaller FWHM is not always better. A band width of 1 Ångström is already sufficient to resolve the 
features of the K-STAR spectrum as can be seen in figure 2.4. The biggest drawback with the Lyot-
filter is its costs. It is over six times more expensive than the Etalon. In an MSE experiment with 
multiple sensor modules the filters costs are more and more important. Combined with the steeper 
band slope of a multi cavity interference filter and a higher maximum transmission it is very arguable 
that the Lyot filter is always the better choice. Add this that a FHWM of 1 Ångström is sufficient for 
the MSE experiment it is clear to see that the K-STAR experiment uses interference filters instead of 
Lyot filters. Also at the MAST (Mega Ampere Spherical Tokamak) in the UK the MSE experiment uses 
thinfilm filters for their cost effectiveness [9]. 
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4. Thinfilm filter band shapes. 
 

The bandshape of a tuneable thinfilm filter determines the performance of the MSE experiment. 
Before bandshapes are assessed in a MSE simulation. In order to obtain bandshapes a bandshape 
simulation code was written. To test for correctness of these simulated bandshapes they will be 
compared with measured thinfimfilter bandshapes from an optical experiment in a lab. 

In this section filter band shapes obtained by experiment and simulation will be discussed and 
compared. The measuring method for the experimental results will be described and a short 
description of the simulation code will be given. 

4.1 The effect of divergence and filter tilting. 
Since the transmitted central wavelength of a filter depends on the total incident angle as that is a 
combination of divergence and turning of the filter, this has effect on the filter shape and position. 
Figure 4.1 shows this phenomenon on an interference filter for two different turning angles and a 
divergence of 0.5 degrees. The figure shows a simulated scenario. 

The two graphs in the top of the figure are a plot of the equation for central wavelength tuning. The 
dashed lines represent the most extreme incident angles due to the divergence. On the vertical axis 
the transmitted central wavelength is shown. It is clear that the divergence causes a spread in the 
transmitted central wavelength and that this spread increases as the filter in tuned due to the 
increasing slope of the plotted line. The large spread will cause a wider filter bandshape.  

The middle contour plot aims to visualize the distribution of angles of incident on the filter. The 
angles shown in the transparent red area are the angles at which the light enters the filter. The area 
between certain isolines gives an impression of the relative amount of light that enters the filter 
between these two angles of incidence. 

For the unturned filter it is clear that the incident angle vary between 0 and 0.5 degrees and a larger 
fraction of the light enters the filter with an angle of incidence between 0.25 and 0.5 degrees than 
between zero and 0.25 degrees, Due to symmetry the distribution can be calculated analytically.  For 
the turned filter it is clear that the distribution of incident angles is between 2.5 and 3.5 degrees, 
with a more uniform distribution over this wider range of angles. The symmetry for the unturned 
filter is lost and calculating the distribution is done numerically in the simulation. 

The bottom graph shows the two resulting filters. The tuned filter clearly has a larger FWHM due to 
the earlier discussed effects. Also the maximum transmission decreases as the filter is tuned. This is 
due to the assumed normalized area under the passband. 

The above discussed effects strongly depend on the turning angle and divergence. It is possible that a 
filter could become too wide due to tuning. If for instance the filter is wider than the typical size of 
that pi and sigma peaks in the spectrum it is impossible to filter out just the pi or sigma light and this 
means that the polarization fraction of the measured light drops and this could in turn make the MSE 
measurement unusable. Whether this is the case for the K-STAR MSE experiment is discussed in 
chapter 5. 
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s 

Figuur 4.1 

- Top: Divergence causes a spread in transmitted central wavelengths. 
- Middle: Visualisation of incident angle distribution. 
- Bottom: The resulting two filter bandshapes  
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 4.2 The simulation 
The simulation had to be able to calculate bandshapes of an interference filter for different 
divergence of incident light and turning angle of the filter. This was done by a matlab script that 
calculated the distribution of incidence angles due to the divergence and filter turning. For every 
angle in the distribution the transmitted central wavelength is taken into account (see figure 4.1) and 
weight accordingly to the distribution. The simulation also provides information about the calculated 
bandshape. It returned the Central wavelength and the FWHM of the filter. These properties will be 
compared with the measured bandshape properties in section 4.3 

4.3 The experiment 
To obtain filtershapes an optical experiment with a thin film tuneable filter was done. With the use of 
a spectrometer bandshapes could be measured. For different divergences and turning angles. The 
results are given with the comparison. The light source in the experiment was a lightbulb and to be 
able to adjust the divergence of the incident light a diaphragm was used. See figure 4.2 for a 
schematic drawing of the experimental setup. The aperture size represents the diameter of the fiber 
bundle entering the sensor module. The diameter of this bundle gives rise to a certain divergence. A 
smaller fiber bundle would lead to a smaller divergence and to less widening of the passband when 
the filter is tuned. But a smaller filterbundle would also mean less light to enter the detector and in 
turn a loss of signal. At K-STAR a fiber bundle of 24 closed packed fibres with a diameter of 400 
micrometres is used. The numerical aperture is 0.35 and the used lenses and filters have a diameter 
of two inch. This causes a divergence of 1.1 degrees in the K-STAR experiment. 

 

Figure 4.2. Overview of the lab experiment; Due to finite size of aperture light enters the filter with a certain divergence 

4.4 The optical filter [9] 
The filter that was used in the experiment was on loan from MAST where it was rejected. this was 
due to the fact that the filter did not meet the conditions set for the MAST experiment. They 
required a filter with a FWHM of 0.12nm but it proved impossible to produce such a filter with two 
cavities. So they switched to a single cavity design. This left a usable filter for the experiments in this 
project. The parameters of this filter are listed below. A picture of the filter is shown in figure 4.3. 

Filter type Manufacturer Number of cavities FWHM Centralwavelenth Maximum transmittance 
Interference Barr assosiates 2 0,16 nm 660,4 nm ~60% 
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Figuur 4.3 Interference filters. Only one was used in the experiment since the other had a distorted bandshape.  

4.5 Measurement and model comparison 
In order to compare the band shape properties of the experimental and simulated filter figure 4.4 
plots the filter bandshapes of the measured filter and the simulated filter for the unturned filter and 
a filter turned over 5 degrees with a divergence of 1.14 degrees.  

 

Figuur 4.4 Comparison of two simulated filtershapes and measured filtershape (normalized). 

Although the wing suppression is a bit off for the unturned filter (it indicates a single cavity filter) the 
model predicts a similar shaped pass band as measured for the unturned filter. For the 5 degrees 
turned filter the modelled shape is a lot wider than the measured one. The position is calculated 
correctly for both cases.  

A comparison for the central wavelength and full width half maximum between the model and the 
experiment for different turning angles and divergences is shown in figure 4.5. 
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Figure 4.5 Tuned Bandshape properties at a divergence of 0.86 and 1.43 degrees.  

The simulation is able to adequately produce filtershapes that correspond to the measured filter with 
respect to the central wavelength for different turning angles. The FWHM on the other hand is not 
correct for a turned filter at any of the divergences. This effect is increases with divergence and 
turning angle. When the measured FWHM’s at large turning angles are compared for the two 
divergences it becomes appeared that the increase is filter width is very small. This would point in 
the direction that the collection optics in the lab experiment was not able to focus the light that 
causes a larger divergence on the detector. But this was not the case. As the aperture size was 
increased the light entering the detector increased accordingly. It could be argued that the 
simulation provides a worst case scenario for filter tuning.  

In an attempt to narrow down the simulated filters the Fresnel equations were implemented in the 
simulation code. These equations correct for a certain reflection caused by the transition in optical 
density in the path of a light beam. As the incident angle increases more light is reflected rather than 
transmitted. This could have the effect of a weight function that cancels the most extreme angles of 
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incidence. But after implementation the simulated filters remained the same shape. This is due to 
the fact that according to Fresnel’s laws the transmitted fraction of light only starts to deviate at 
angles of incidence larger than 10 degrees. And these angles are not reached in the experiment. Also 
notice that the Fresnel equations are dependent on the polarization of the light. If the filter shape 
would indeed change due to the implementation of the Fresnel equations the filter shape would be 
dependent on the polarization of the incident light. Since this is what is eventually measured the MSE 
simulation code should also be corrected for this. Also the lab experiment should be repeated with 
polarized light in order to verify the hypothesis.   

A suggestion for research to explain the wider simulated passband is the implementation of a finite 
sized filter in the simulation code. As the filter is turned the effective area of the filter is reduced. This 
caused a certain parts of the light not to enter the detector. If this light at the edge of filter has a 
different distribution of the angles of incidence then the filter shape could change. This was not 
investigated in this research. 

To simulate filters which correspond to the measured filters for the MSE simulation an empiric 
correction based on the lab results was added to the original simulation code for filter shapes.   

The correction based on lab results is an angle of incidence based weight function. The simulation 
first calculates the average angle of incidence of all the light that enters the filter and used this 𝜃𝑎𝑣𝑔 
to weight the angles according to the difference of the incident angle to this average. With this 
weight function the most extreme angle of incidence that are responsible for the transmission far 
away from the central wavelength and thus the large FWHM are less of importance whilst 
maintaining the original and correctly predicted central wavelength. The weight function is also 
depended on the divergence (div) and given below 

𝑊�𝜃,𝜃𝑎𝑣𝑔 ,𝑑𝑖𝑣� = �cos (0.6(𝜃𝑎𝑣𝑔 − 𝜃))�
12∙𝑑𝑖𝑣

 

Figure 4.5 shows a comparison for a divergence between the corrected simulation and 
measurements for a divergence close to the K-STAR scenario.  
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Figure 4.4 Tuned Bandshape properties at a divergence of 1,14 degrees with corrected model in simulation 

The correction is able to provide filtershapes that match the measured shapes according to both 
width and position. Now the simulation can be used to provide bandshapes for the MSE simulation 
that corresponds to the bandshapes measured in the lab experiment  

4.6 Conclusion 
The simulation is able to provide bandshapes that can be used in the MSE simulation. The central 
wavelength was simulated correct according to the measured tuned filter but the FWHM of the 
original simulation was not correct.  As mentioned the original simulation produced too wide 
bandshapes compared to the measured bandshapes. This provides a Worst case scenario for the 
filtershape when tuning is applied. The Simulation with correction based of lab results will also be 
used in the MSE simulation. This way results from the corrected and uncorrected filtershape can be 
compared and the repercussions from the correction factor can be assessed. The physical back 
ground of the correction term has to be investigated in further research. 
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5. MSE simulation 
In order to assess the band shapes for the use in a MSE experiment a MSE simulation code was used. 
The general principle, used filters and results will be described in this chapter. 

5.1 Simulation code 
The simulation code predicts the results of a MSE experiment. This returns among others the 
Polarization angle and signal to noise ratio which gives a good impression of the performance of the 
filter. The simulation code consists of several modules. First a spectrum is calculated. This includes 
applying the motional stark effect theory with four main aspects: 

1. geometry of the measurement 
2. Solving an equilibrium model for the magnetic field in the plasma 
3. A model for the neutral beam 

After the calculation of the raw spectrum the filter can be applied. And lastly the filtered spectrum is 
plotted and several parameters are obtained; the polarization angle, the derivative of the 
polarization angle to the wavelength, the signal to noise ration and the residual angle. 

The simulation code was originally written by M.F.M. de Bock for a simulation on the MAST tokamak. 
The code was adjusted for K-STAR parameters.  

5.2 Simulated filters and conditions 
The filters that were assessed were all applied on the same raw spectrum. This spectrum was 
simulated for Channel 15,R=1.97m. The raw spectrum is show in figure 2.4. 

Two different experimental setups were simulated and both setups were examined with three filters. 

1. The worst case scenario filter. 
2. The filter with correction based on lab results 
3. The filter shape of the unturned filter shifted over the spectrum. 

The third filter is added to assess the extent of the repercussions of the tuning of the filter. This is 
referred to as the ideal case since the shape does not deform and would correspond to buying a 
different filter for each wanted CWL rather than tuning one filter.  

The two different setups are 

1. “Bad case scenario” 
A 1,65 Ångström 2cavity filter (as examined in the lab). With a divergence of 2,86 degrees of 
the incidence light. The turning was simulated up to 6,5 degrees.   

2. “K-STAR scenario” 
A 4 Ångström 2 cavity filter (Damien Aussems work)[1]. With a divergence of 1,1 degrees. 
With a maximum turn angle of 5,2 degrees. 2(As planned on K-STAR)[8] 

5.3 Simulation Results 

5.3.1 Bad case scenario 
In the bad case scenario the filter Is tuned over 6,5 degrees. This results in a scan over the full MSE-
spectrum as shown in figure 5.1. 
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Figuur 5.1 Tuning over the MSE spectrum. The uncoloured area indicated the measurement range. 

 
In figure 5.2 The MSE simulation results for the 1.65 Ångström 2 cavity are plotted. The unturned 
filter starts with a CWL of 6610 Ångström at the red side of the spectrum and is tuned upto 6,5 
degrees what corresponds with a central wavelength of 6602 Ångström, this is in the pi-b region of 
the spectrum.

 

Figure 5.2 MSE simulation results for the bad case scenario 

In the graph of the Signal to noise ratio the transition regions between the pi an sigma regions are 
visible. At the transition regions the polarisation fraction tends to zero so that’s the place where 
there is a minimum in the signal to noise ratio. Both at 3,5 and 5,5 degrees there is a minimum. So 
there the filters are tuned at the transition regions between pi-red with sigma and sigma with pi-blue 
respectively.  
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The MSE performance of a tuned filter in the worstcase scenario rapidly decreases as the turning 
angle increases. After tuning of one degree the Signal to noise ratio becomes significantly worse than 
the ideal case. The tuned filter with correction based on lab results on the other hand performs very 
similar to the ideal case. This means that the effect of tuning is limited to an acceptable loss of signal 
to noise ratio. The measure of the polarisation angle is flat for the first three degrees of tuning. This 
is preferable since the polarisation angle should depend on plasma conditions and not on the filter 
tuning. In the sigma region there is a larger deviation in the polarization angle; Indicating that the 
sigma region is not the ideal wavelength region to determine the polarization angle, despite the fact 
that the intensity is the highest there. 

The deviations are larger than 0,5 degrees which is unacceptable. This is due to the fact that in a 
polarization angle profile of the K-STAR tokamak a 0,5 degrees uncertainty corresponds with 
approximately 6% of the total expected range which varies from zero to 8,7 degrees degrees. [8] 

The best measurement in this case should be taken in the pi-red region. A turning angle up to 
approximately three degrees can be done without significant loss in the signal to noise ratio. This 
corresponds with a tuning over the whole pi-red region. 

5.3.2 K-STAR scenario. 
In the K-STAR scenario the filter is tuned up to 5,2 degrees. This results in a scan over the pi-red and 
sigma region as shown in figure 5.3. 

 

 

Figuur 5.3 Tuning over the MSE-spectrum. The uncoloured Area indicated the measured range.  

 The MSE simulation results with the K-STAR scenario are shown in figure 5.4. 
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Figure 5.4 The MSE simulation results of the K-STAR scenario 

When looked at Signal to noise ratio deviation only starts for the worst case scenario after turning of 
2 degrees. The deviation increases as the filter is tuned into the sigma region. The filter with 
correction based on the lab results performs comparable to the ideal case. As expected the deviation 
between the two is smaller than the large divergence case because the correction factor is smaller 
for smaller divergences.  

In the sigma region there is an angle at which the corrected filter outperforms the ideal case. This is 
due to the flat top in the Raw spectrum at  6607A. The corrected filter is wider and pierces more into 
the sigma region than the uncorrected filter. This is also the case for the worst case scenario but due 
to the more decreased maximum transmission the S/N ratio is still the worst. When looked at the 
polarization angle it is clear that the region between 2,5 and 3,5 degrees should be avoided when 
taking a measurement. It also shows that the measurement of the polarization angle is preferably 
made in the pi-red region since the measured angle should not depend on the turning angle. In the 
Sigma region a monotonic increase of the polarization angle is present. It rises in the order of 0,5 
degrees which is unacceptable. Interesting is to notice that apart from the transition region around 
3,2 degrees turning all filters seem to perform identical with respect to the polarization angle. These 
results show that even for the worst case scenario a measurement over the full pi-red, and even the 
sigma region is possible in term of Signal to noise ratio. Given the slope in the polarization angle over 
the sigma region a measurement in the sigma pi-red region is preferred. 
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5.4 Conclusion 
The results from the MSE experiments give raise to several conclusions. For the 1,1 degrees 
divergence situation The worst case scenario filter is useable for a measurement in the pi-b region. If 
it is tuned for a measurement in the sigma region the Signal to noise ratio starts to become 
noticeable worse than the ideal case. The effect filter tuning is noticeable but even in the worst case 
scenario the 4 Ångström 2cavity filter would perform well in the K-STAR MSE experiment.  The 1.65 
Ångström 2 cavity filter used in the 2.9 degrees divergence simulation performed differently. In the 
worst case scenario the filter becomes unusable after tuning of more than 1,5 degrees. This makes 
the filter unsuitable for the actual experiment. The filter with correction based on the lab results on 
the other hand performs very well in comparison with the ideal filter. Also in this case it would be 
wise to take the measurement in the pi-b region since the polarisation angle is the most stable there. 
In this case the experimental filter can be tuned up to 2,5 degrees for optimal results. 
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6. Conclusions 

6.1 Filter type 
Based on the findings in chapter 3 the thin film filter proved most promising for the MSE experiment. 
In the MSE simulation it became clear that a narrower bandshape is not always better for MSE 
performance. The interference filters are the most cost effective and give sufficient performance.     

6.2 Filtershape simulation and experiment 
The filtershape simulation did not provide filtershapes that matched with the measured filtershapes 
in the optical experiment. The simulated filters had the correct position (Central wavelength) but the 
filter width (full width half maximum) was increasingly off as the filter is turned. In order to provide 
correct filtershapes for the MSE simulation a correction term was added to the code, this proved to 
work well but the physics behind the correction term has to be investigated further.  

6.3 MSE Simulation results 
The results with the 4 Ångström 2 cavity filter showed that tuning of the filter can be used in the MSE 
experiment. The results of polarization angle hardly deviate from the unturned filter and even in the 
worst case scenario the performance is sufficiently close to the ideal case.  

As for the 1.65 Ångström filter based on the lab results in a high divergence setup. The worst case 
scenario filter will not be able to give adequate tune ability. The corrected filter on the other hand 
performs close to the ideal case and could be used in the experiment.  

6.4 General conclusion 
The question of the research was what filter could best be used for the K-STAR MSE experiment. 
Damiën Aussens concluded the 4 Ångström 2 cavity filter will give the best overall performance but a 
question about the performance when the filter is tuned remained open. Based on the simulation 
results the 4 Ångström 2 cavity filter can be used when it is tuned and will produce adequate results 
even in the worst-case scenario.   

6.5 Recommendations for further work 
This section provides the following recommendations for further research. 

- Design a feedback loop system that automatically tunes the filter for the optimal MSE results 
- Check for other channels if the conclusion holds.  
- Find the physics for the correction term in the filter shape simulation. 
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